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Abstract 

The aim of this study was to assess the psycho-emotional impact and the adjustment degree of Romanian general practitioners (GPs) in the 
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic context. With a cross-sectional design, the study included 677 GPs to whom a validated 
questionnaire based on different items targeting three factors was sent: burden of prevention, presence of stress symptoms, and adjustment 
to pandemic. The burden of prevention and the adjustment effort to the pandemic were felt significantly more by female doctors and by GPs 
working in associated offices. The case definition quality, the support received, the professional life changes, and the stress symptoms 
proved to be the main predictors for the adjustment to pandemic. The adjustment measurement questionnaire can be used in further 
studies to identify the most supportive public health practices in difficult epidemiological contexts. Keywords: COVID-19; Romanian GPs; 
stress; adjustment to pandemic; burden of prevention 
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